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Abstract
We introduce and demonstrate an experimentalmethod, optically-detected spin-echo (ODSE), to
measure ground-state relaxation times of a rubidium (Rb) atomic vapor held in a glass cell with buffer-
gas. Thework ismotivated by our studies on high-performance Rb atomic clocks, where both
population and coherence relaxation times (T1 andT2, respectively) of the ‘clock transition’ (5

2S1/2
= = ñ « = = ñ∣ ∣F m F m1, 0 2, 0g F g F ) are relevant. OurODSEmethod is inspired by classical

nuclearmagnetic resonance spin-echomethod, combinedwith optical detection. In contrast to other
existingmethods, like continuous-wave double-resonance (CW-DR) andRamsey-DR, principles of
theODSEmethod allow suppression of decoherence arising from the inhomogeneity of the static
magneticfield across the vapor cell, thus enablingmeasurements of intrinsic relaxation rates, as
properties of the cell alone. Our experimental result for the coherence relaxation time, specific for the
clock transition,measuredwith theODSEmethod is in good agreementwith the theoretical
prediction, and theODSE results are validated by comparison to those obtainedwith Franzen, CW-
DR andRamsey-DRmethods. Themethod is of interest for a wide variety of quantumoptics
experiments with optical signal readout.

1. Introduction

Alkali atomic vapors are widely used inmany types of high-resolution atomic physics experiments like nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) [1] and precisionmeasurements in applications such as opticalmagnetometry [2],
vapor cell atomic frequency standards [3, 4], quantum entanglement and information storage [5], miniature
atomic clocks [6], navigation systems [7–9], spin squeezing [10]. All these applications rely on long-lived
ground-state spin-polarization of the alkali vapor in the cell [11]. Particularly in the vapor-cell atomic clocks, the
clock stability critically depends onwidth and contrast of the atomic resonance line. The resonance linewidth is
determined by various parameters, and ultimately, by the relaxation processes occurring in the cell. Like in
NMR, alkali atoms in the vapor cellmay lose their polarization due to various types of collisions, interactions
with electro-magnetic fields, and also due to inhomogeneity of the staticmagnetic field.

Studies of relaxation processes in various spin-polarized systems have a long-standing history ofmore than
70 years. In the case of atomic relaxations in alkali vapors, Franzen presented the ‘relaxation in the dark’method
[12] in 1959 andmeasured the population relaxation time of optically-pumpedRb atoms in the vapor cell.
Franzen’smethod has beenmodified and used by other groups to determine both population and coherence
relaxation times in Rb orCswall-coated vapor cells [13–16].Moreover,methods of nonlinearmagneto-optical
rotation [11, 17], ground-stateHanle effect [18, 19] and optically detectedmagnetic resonance [19, 20]were
employed tomeasure the hyperfine and the Zeeman relaxation times inwall-coated or in buffer-gas alkali vapor
cells. VariousmodifiedNMR spin-echo techniques [21] have been studied both theoretically and experimentally
for solid-state systems to extend the coherence time [22, 23]. Similar techniques like dynamical decoupling
approach [24, 25] and gradient echomemory [26] applied in quantummemory studies aim for example to
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minimize the detrimental effect of inhomogeneous broadening on the coherence storage time of the quantum
bit (qubit) or to use the artificially created broadening for storage of broad-band optical pulses without
deterioration of the storage time [27–29].

In this paper, we present our ‘optically-detected spin-echo’ (ODSE)method tomeasure the relaxation times
in a Rb vapor cell with buffer-gas. Thismethod is a combination of Franzen [12], Ramsey-DR [16] andNMR
spin-echo [21] techniques.We apply theODSEmethod to our high-performance 87Rb atomic frequency-
standard setup presented in [30, 31] and showhow to determine the intrinsic coherence relaxation time (T2)
specifically for the ‘clock transition’ (52S1/2 = = ñ « = = ñ∣ ∣F m F m1, 0 2, 0 ,g F g F see figure 1). Herewe use
the term ‘intrinsic’ to describe the relaxations that do not include any influence of any electro-magnetic field but
are influenced only by the various types of collisions that depend on the cell design and the temperature [19] (see
section 2). Gradients in the staticmagnetic field across the vapor cell are some of themain sources of the
relaxation processes. Such induced relaxation processesmaymask the real intrinsic relaxation times during
measurements, thus hindering their precise determination. TheODSEmethod enablesmeasurements that are
free of the influence of the staticmagnetic field gradients.

In section 2we briefly recall the theory of relaxation processes in a buffer-gas vapor cell [3], and use it to
estimate the ‘intrinsic’ population and coherence relaxation times (T1 andT2 respectively) of the clock transition
in our 87Rb vapor cell. In section 3, we introduce the experimental setupwhich is basically a Rb atomic clock
[30, 31]. Finally in section 4, we present the results of relaxation timesmeasured in the same 87Rb vapor cell by
usingODSE, Franzen, continuous-wave double-resonance (CW-DR), andRamsey-DRmethods. The
advantages and limitations of thesemethods are discussed.

2. Theory of relaxation processes in a buffer-gas vapor cell

Ultra-narrow signal linewidths employed in atomic precision experiments and instrumentations, such as atomic
clocks, are ultimately limited by the relaxation processes in the atomic sample. For example in a Rb atomic clock,
the frequency of a quartz oscillator is stabilized to the frequency of the 87Rb hyperfine clock transition [32]
observed in a Rb vapor cell. Rb atoms are optically pumpedwith a laser to create a population imbalance and
microwave interrogation creates a coherence between the two ground states Fg=1 and Fg=2 of 87Rb atoms.
Due to the relaxation processes, this population imbalance and coherencemay be destroyed and the prepared Rb
atoms lose their polarization. The dynamics of this process is characterized by the relaxation times on the atomic
levels. The two parameters of longitudinal relaxation rate g1 and transverse relaxation rate g2—which are inverse
of the relaxation timesT1 andT2, respectively—describe the population and coherence relaxations for the clock
transition, respectively (see figure 1).

We use thewell-known relaxation theory [3] and the experimentally-determined parameters presented in
[3] to estimate approximately g1 and g2 for our

87Rb vapor cell. Collisions of polarized 87Rb atomswith the cell
walls, with buffer-gas particles andwith other Rb atoms—the latter is known as spin-exchange—are the sources
of relaxation processes occurring in a vapor cell. The total intrinsic population and coherence relaxation rates, gi
(here and in the following index i stands for 1 and 2 for the population and coherence, respectively), are equal to

Figure 1.Atomic level scheme of 87Rb. The optical pumpingwith the laser at 780 nm creates a population imbalance between two
ground states Fg=1 and Fg=2 via excited-state 52P3/2. Due toDoppler and collisional broadening, the hyperfine levels of the
excited-state are not resolved by the laser light. The clock transition (52S1/2 = = ñ « = = ñ∣ ∣F m F m1, 0 2, 0g F g F ) is addressed by
choosing appropriatemicrowave frequency. g1 and g2 are the population and coherence relaxations rates for the clock transition,
respectively.
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the sumof the three relaxation processes induced by the cell walls g ,iW the buffer-gas giBG and spin-
exchange g .iSE

The presence of a buffer gas in the cell reduces the rate of depolarizing collisions betweenRb atoms and the
cell walls. Therefore, relaxation rates g ,iW due to collisions of Rb atomswith the cell-walls, depend on the cell
dimensions, cell temperatureT and the total buffer-gas pressure, P, in the cell. In lowest order diffusion
approximation, it is described by [3]:

g p= +(( ) ( ) ) ( ) ( )a L D P P2.405 , 1i iW
2 2

0

where a=1.25 cm and L=2.5 cm are the radius and length of our cylindrical 87Rb vapor cell, respectively. Di

is the diffusion constant of Rb atoms in the buffer-gas particles of interest which is proportional toT3/2, P0 is the
standard atmospheric pressure (1013.25 mbar) andP is about 33 mbar in our vapor cell.

Rb atoms also collidewith the buffer-gasmolecules in the vapor cell, which changes the electron density at
the Rbnucleus and results in a change of hyperfine coupling in theRb atoms [33]. The resulting buffer-gas
relaxation rate giBG is described as:

g s= ( ) ( )L v P P , 2i r iBG 0 0

where L0=2.686 7774 (47)×1025 m−3 at 0 °C is Loschmidt’s constant, vr is themean relative velocity
between a 87Rb atomand a buffer-gas particle, and si are the collisional cross-sections between colliding particles
responsible for population and coherence relaxations. The temperature dependence of the above equation
appears in the average relative velocity pm= ( ) /v k T8r B

1 2 where kB is the Boltzmann constant and m is the
reducedmass of the colliding particles (here Rb and buffer-gas atoms).

Note that in the case of anti-relaxationwall-coated cells the relaxation processes as described by
equations (1) and (2) do not apply and the relaxation rates are instead governed by the properties and the quality
(such as purity and coverage) of the coating [34–36]. Suchwall-coated cells are however not considered in this
study.

Collisions betweenRb atoms in the vapor cell result in de-coherence due to spin exchange. The resulting
population g1SE and coherence g2SE broadening are described by:

g s= ( )nv , 3s1SE SE

g g= + +( ) ( ) ( )I I6 1 8 4 , 42SE 1SE

respectively, where n is the number density of the Rb vapor, vs is the average relative velocity between two
87Rb

atoms and sSE=1.6×10−18 m2 is the spin-exchange cross section. I is the nuclear spin and for 87Rb is equal to
3/2.

The total expected relaxation rates in our cell are given by:

g g g g= + + ( ). 5i i i iBG W SE

All these contributions to the intrinsic population and coherence relaxation rates are listed in table 1. They
were calculated from equations (1)–(4) for the clock transition in our 87Rb vapor cell using experimentally
measured parameters for Di and si taken from [3]. Finally, both intrinsic relaxation times for the clock transition
are calculated to beT1≈T2=4.5 ms.We note that the reported literature values for Di and si show
considerable scatter, which results in a total uncertainty of 7% for both intrinsicT1 andT2 [12, 37–39].

In addition to the various presented types of collisions of the polarized Rb atoms in the vapor cell, their
interactionswith other electromagnetic fieldsmay also be interpreted as sources of relaxations. The
electromagnetic fields present in our atomic clock are the optical and themicrowave fields that are used to
prepare, drive and detect the resonance [30, 32] and the staticmagnetic field applied to lift the Zeeman
degeneracy. The lattermay have some residual inhomogeneity across the vapor cell. In amicroscopic view, Rb
atoms canmove in the vapor cell and—due to thefield inhomogeneity—theymay experience various static
magnetic fields. This effect introduces additional dephasing [40]which results in a decrease of themeasured

Table 1.Calculated intrinsic relaxation rates/times in Rb vapor cell, at
T=336 K.

g1 (s
−1) g2 (s

−1)

Buffer gas collisions g( )iBG 12 79

Diffusion to cell walls g( )iW 26 25

Spin-exchange g( )iSE 185 116

Total rates 223 220

Calculated relaxation times (ms) T1=4.5 (3) T2=4.5 (3)
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coherence relaxation time depending on themethod (see section 4). InNMR, the overall coherence relaxation
time *T2 due to thefield inhomogeneity is given by [41]:

* h= +- - ( )T T G , 62
1

2
1 2

where,T2 is the intrinsic coherence relaxation time,G is the local gradient of the staticmagnetic field and h is a
proportionality factor depending on atomic and experimental parameters.

In this study, we determine the coherence time *T2 by usingCW-DR andRamsey-DR schemes (sections 4.2
and 4.3, respectively), while withODSEmethod the intrinsic coherence relaxation timeT2 is obtained
(section 4.4).

The system studied here is an alkali vapor cell with relatively high buffer-gas pressure, where the Rb atoms
are effectively localized to a fewmicrometers over themeasurement timescales. Due to this localization, the
sample shows inhomogeneous shifts and broadenings because of the inhomogeneity of external fields [42]. This
is fundamentally different from the case of anti-relaxationwall-coated cells without buffer gas where the atoms
move freely through the entire cell volume and experience only homogeneous shifts and broadenings as well as
narrowing [43].

3. Experimental setup

Figure 2 shows the schematics of our experimental setup, basically a Rb atomic clock, whose details were
previously presented in [30, 31]. It consists of threemain parts: (1) the physics package containing the
microwave cavity and the vapor cell, (2) the compact frequency-stabilized laser head (LH), and (3) the
microwave synthesizer. The physics package contains the in-house-made cylindrical glass cell with both
diameter and length of 25 mm. The cell contains isotopically enriched 87Rb and amixture of Argon and
Nitrogen as buffer gases. The vapor cell is placed in a compactmagnetron-typemicrowave cavitywhich
resonates at the 87Rb clock transition frequency of≈6.835 GHz, with a TE011-likefield-mode geometry [44]. A
magnetic coil placed around the cavity generates a staticmagnetic field oriented parallel to the cell’s symmetry
axis and the laser propagation vector (


Z direction) to lift the degeneracy of 87Rb hyperfine ground states into

their respective Zeeman levels. The laser is a distributed-feedback laser diode emitting at 780 nm frequency
stabilized onRbD2 sub-Doppler absorption lines using a compact (1.4 cm3)magnetically-shielded and
thermally-controlled 87Rb evacuated cell. An acousto-optical-modulator (AOM) is implemented in the LH and
serves as a switch to control the duration and intensity of the laser pulses [45]. TheAOMhas the fall and rise
times<5 μs. Themicrowave synthesizer is used to generate the≈6.835 GHz radiation for 87Rb clock transition
with a resolution below 1 μHz, and also controls the optical andmicrowave pulse sequences with a timing
resolution at the level of 2 μs, as used in the pulsed schemes [46]. All pulse durations and synchronization in the
pulsed schemes are referenced to the high-stability quartz oscillator of the atomic clock setup, thus assuring a
timing accuracy far below the nanosecond level over the duration of the pulse sequences employed (for typical
pulse sequences, see sections 4.1, 4.3, and 4.4).

4. Characterizationmethods and results

Weapply fourmethods, Franzen, CW-DR, Ramsey-DR andODSE tomeasure the relaxation times in the buffer-
gas 87Rb vapor cell. TheCW-DR andRamsey-DR schemes were previously also used for analyses from a

Figure 2. Schematic of the experimental setup. The staticmagnetic field

B is oriented parallel to the cell’s symmetry axis and the laser

propagation vector (

Z direction). The cylindrical vapor cell has both diameter and length of 25 mm. (AOM—acousto-optical-

modulator.)
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metrological point of view including the short- and long-term frequency stability of our Rb atomic clock [47].
Franzen, Ramsey-DR andODSEmethods operate in pulsemode. In these three pulsedmethods,first an optical
pumping laser pulse creates a population imbalance by depopulating the 87Rb Fg=2 andfilling the Fg=1
ground state in the vapor cell (see figure 1). In the cases of Ramsey-DR andODSEmethods, optical pumping is
followed by series ofπ/2 and/orπmicrowave pulses that create/modify coherence between the ground states.
Finally—in all three pulse schemes—a laser probe pulse with the same frequency as during the optical pumping
pulse is used tomeasure the optical density (OD) on the transition starting from Fg=2 state by using a
photodetector. To avoid re-pumping, this probe pulse has an approximately 100 timesweaker intensity than the
pumppulse. The variation of theODas a function of time gives information about the population and/or
coherence relaxation times. OD is defined to be the ratio of the incident I0 and transmitted It laser probe pulse
intensities:

= - ( ) ( )I IOD ln . 7t 0

In the pulsed schemes, the laser probe pulse used for the detection does not resolve the atomic excited state
because all the optical transitions to this 52P3/2 state are overlappedwithinDoppler linewidth. Furthermore, the
clock transition cannot be addressed selectively by the laser alone either, because both the intrinsic transition
linewidth and theDoppler linewidth aremuch larger than the Zeeman splitting in the 5S1/2 ground state. Hence,
in these pulsed schemes, we can only address the population relaxation time between allmF levels of the ground
stats Fg=1 and Fg=2 simultaneously (and not the clock transition only)whichwewrite ¢T1 throughout this
article. In Ramsey-DR andODSEmethods the frequency of themicrowave field selects a particular hyperfine
transition, which allowsmeasuring its coherence relaxation time referring to the two involvedmF states only.

In the case of the CW-DR scheme, the linewidth of the resonance signal can be used to extract the coherence
relaxation time for the clock transition. Also in theCW-DR scheme, themicrowave frequency selects the specific
Zeeman sublevels of interest. In all the abovemethods, noDoppler broadening occurs on themicrowave
transition, due toDicke narrowing [43].

4.1. Franzen scheme
Franzen’s well-known scheme of relaxation in the dark [12] formeasuring population relaxation time is an all
opticalmethod, with absence of anymicrowave pulse. The timing sequence of the Franzen scheme is shown in
inset infigure 3. First, a population imbalance is created between the ground states of 87Rb atomswith the optical
pumping. Then during the dark timeT ,Dark the laser beam is switched off and the hyperfine population
imbalance relaxes towards the thermal equilibrium. Finally, with a second laser pulse the sample’sOD is probed
which is ameasure of the atomic population in Fg=2. Figure 3 shows the experimentally obtainedODwhen
TDark is varied, with the pump and probe pulse duration of 1 ms and 0.1 ms, respectively. By increasing the dark
time,more atoms decay from Fg=1 to Fg=2which results in increasing theOD. The data for themeasurement
isfittedwith the equation:

= - - ¢( ) ( )A B T TOD exp , 8Dark 1
Franzen

whereA,B and ¢T1
Franzen are the fitting parameters. Asmentioned above, with this scheme only the population

relaxation time of allmF levels simultaneously ismeasured, which is determined as ¢T1
Franzen=3.23 (6)ms from

Figure 3.Optical density of the vapor cell in the Franzen schemewith the pump and probe pulse duration of 1 ms and 0.1 ms,
respectively. The frequency of the laser pump and probe pulses are the same but the intensity of the optical detection pulse is about 100
timesweaker than the intensity of the optical pumping pulse. Solid red circles are the experimental data with corresponding error bars
and blue dashed curve is a fit based on equation (8). Error bars are dominated by technical noise and increase with increasing TDark due
to decreasing transmitted intensity, It. Inset: timing sequence of the Franzen scheme.

5
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equation (8). This result did not change significantly when themeasurement was repeatedwith the pump and
probe pulse durations varied by±50%.

4.2. CW-DR scheme
In the case of CW-DR scheme [30], the laser optically pumps the Rb atoms in the vapor, while simultaneously a
microwavefield near-resonant with the 87Rb hyperfine clock transition is applied. The transmitted light signal as
a function ofmicrowave frequency is ameasure of the atomic ground state polarization known asDR signal.
Figure 4 shows a typical DR signal which is obtainedwhen themicrowave frequency is scanned near resonance
with 0.45 μWinput power to the cavity andwith 125 μWoptical power to the cell. The linewidth of theDR
signal is ameasure of the coherence relaxation rate [32], but is additionally increased by optical andmicrowave
power broadenings. To correct for this power broadening, the intrinsicDR signal linewidth, nD / ,1 2 is
determined by extrapolating themeasured linewidth to zerowith respect to both the optical andmicrowave
powers, figure 5. By using thismethod, a coherence relaxation time for the clock transition, which is selectively
driven by the appliedmicrowave, is found to be * p n= D =-( ) ( )‐

/T 2.4 42
CW DR

1 2
1 ms [3]. However, this

* ‐T2
CW DR is significantly smaller than the predicted intrinsicT2 from table 1. This can be attributed to

uncertainties in the extrapolations and to additional relaxation due to gradients of the staticmagnetic field in the
vapor cell which are well-known fromNMR [40, 41].

4.3. Ramsey-DR scheme
In theRamsey-DR scheme [48, 49], the three steps of optical pumping,microwave interrogation and optical
detection are separated in time, see inset infigure 6. First, during the optical pumping a strong laser pulse creates
a population imbalance between the two ground-state sublevels of 87Rb. The optical pumping pulse has an input
power to the vapor cell on the level of 14 mWand a duration of 0.4 ms. After this pumping pulse, in absence of
light, two coherentπ/2microwave pulses are applied that are separated by the Ramsey timeTR. Bothmicrowave

Figure 4.Typical DR signal in the CW-DR schemewhen themicrowave and laser input powers to the cavity and the cell are 0.45 μW
and 125 μW, respectively. Inset: timing sequence of theCW-DR scheme.

Figure 5.Extrapolation of theDR signal linewidth to zero optical andmicrowave powers. Solid red circles are the linewidths obtained
by extrapolation to zero laser power and the blue dashed line is the linearfit of the data.

6
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pulses have the same duration of 0.4 ms, the same amplitude corresponding to a power of−18.2 dBm injected to
the cavity and the samemicrowave frequency. The amplitude and duration of theπ/2microwave pulses in our
Rb atomic clockwere optimized according to the Rabi oscillationmethod presented in [50].

On the atomic level, the firstπ/2microwave pulse creates a coherent superposition of the two hyperfinemF

=0 states involved in the clock transition. During the Ramsey time, atoms evolve freely at the Larmor
frequency. The second resonantmicrowave pulse converts the accumulated atomic phase into a population
difference between the hyperfine states. Finally, in the last sequence the optical detection takes placewith the
laser. The laser frequency is the same for both optical pumping and detection steps, but the laser intensity is
about 100 timesweaker during the detection. In the Ramsey-DR scheme, the optical detection pulse duration is
0.7 ms [51]which results in an overall duration of one complete interrogation cycle of the scheme equal toT R

+ 1.9ms.
Figure 6 shows typical detected Ramsey fringes obtained by varying themicrowave pulse frequency around

the clock transition frequency, here for a Ramsey time ofTR=3 ms. TheODof theRb vapor is recorded for
various values ofTR, with themicrowave detuned from the clock transition by a fixed detuning d (seefigure 6)
[16]. Figure 7 shows the recordedOD as a function of Ramsey timewhen the cavity is placed in a staticmagnetic
field of 40 mG and the frequency of themicrowave field is detuned from the resonance by d=3.8 kHz. The data
isfittedwith the function [16]:

* pd j= - - ¢ + - +( ) ( ) ( ) ( )A B T T C T T TOD exp exp sin 2 , 9R 1
Ramsey

R 2
Ramsey

R

whereA,B,C, ¢T ,1
Ramsey *T ,2

Ramsey d andj are the fitting parameters. Thefit gives the relaxation timeswith
uncertainties ¢T1

Ramsey=3.20 (1)ms and *T2
Ramsey=3.95 (25)ms. Inset offigure 7 is the plot of the third term

of equation (9)which shows the Ramsey oscillations in better contrast than theODplot infigure 7.
In thismethod, like in the Franzenmethod, the ¢T1

Ramsey is ameasurement of the population relaxation time
for allmF levels confounded and it is consistent with ¢T .1

Franzen However in contrast to the ¢T1
Ramsey population

Figure 6.Typical Ramsey fringes obtainedwhenTR=3 ms. Inset: timing sequence of the Ramsey-DR scheme.

Figure 7.Optical density of the vapor cell in the Ramsey-DR scheme. Solid red circles are the experimental data and blue dashed curve
is a fit based on equation (9). Inset: plot of the third termof equation (9).
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relaxation time, *T2
Ramsey refers to the coherence relaxation time specific for the clock transition alone [16]. It is

longer thanT2 fromCW-DRmethod, but this *T2
Ramsey is still significantly shorter than the predicted coherence

relaxation time (T2=4.5 ms) from section 2. A likely reason for this can be the presence of the inhomogeneity
of the staticmagnetic field inside our vapor cell thatmotivated us to propose ourODSEmethod to suppress this
effect andmeasure the intrinsicT2 (see section 4.4). Although, we note that such staticmagnetic field gradients
are generally small across the vapor cell in our atomic clock, for example on the order of 4% in a similar physics
package (see [52]).

In addition to the relaxation times, themicrowave detuning from the resonance—which is given by the
Ramsey oscillations—is obtained from thefit to equation (9) to be d=3.8±0.003 kHzwhich is in excellent
agreementwith themeasurement conditions.

4.4.ODSE scheme
In order to suppress coherence relaxation due to staticmagnetic field gradients (see section 2), we propose the
new scheme ofODSE. TheODSEmethod is inspired by theNMR spin-echomethod presented byHahn [21]
which is used to narrow the resonance line broadening in inhomogeneous staticmagnetic fields.

In classical NMR spin-echo, a pickup coil is required to detect themagneticmoments’ precession of the
sample [40], which on one hand cannot easily be integrated into an atomic clock using amicrowave cavity and
on the other hand can collect noise from the cell and reemit the collectedmicrowaves through thewires outside
of the cell, thus producing additional noise. In the proposedODSEmethod a photodetector is used tomeasure
theOD in the vapor cell which ismuchmore robust, reliable and does not feedback noise to the atoms, thus
circumventing the problems existing in the standardmethod of detection using pickup coil.

In the Ramsey-DR scheme, after the firstπ/2microwave pulse, because of the inhomogeneity of the static
magnetic field, the atomic spins dephase at different rates and their coherence starts to decaywhich finally results
in a shorter coherence relaxation time compared to the intrinsicT2. To suppress this effect—like inNMR spin-
echo—we apply aπmicrowave pulse added between theπ/2microwave pulses of the Ramsey-DRmethod and
propose this resultingODSEmethod for relaxation timemeasurements in an atomic vapor cell (see figure 8(a)).
In theODSEmethod, all the experimental conditions of optical pumping, optical detection andπ/2microwave
pulses are the same as for the Ramsey-DR scheme (see section 4.3). The additionalπ pulse is separated from each
of the twoπ/2 pulses by a dephasing timeTSE and has the same frequency and amplitude as theπ/2 pulses, but
its duration is two times longer so the duration of one complete cycle ofODSE scheme becomes 2TSE+ 2.7ms.
Theπ pulseflips the direction of dephasing spins and reverses the spin phases (spin-flips). After some time equal
to the dephasing time,TSE, the dephased states are rephased at the instant of the secondπ/2microwave pulse.
Finally, the detection by the secondπ/2 pulse and the laser pulse destroys the atomic coherences so nomore
consecutive echoes (as observed inNMR, see figure 8(b)) can be detected. TheODof the vapor sample is
recorded by varying the rephasing (and dephasing) timeTSE, with the same experimental conditions as in the
case of Ramsey-DR scheme, i.e. a staticmagnetic field of 40 mGandmicrowave frequency detuning of
d=3.8 kHz from the clock transition. Like in the Ramsey-DRmethod, a trade-off exists for selecting d in the
ODSEmethod: for very small d, big initial variations in It and thus inOD can be observed, but only few
oscillations occur before they are damped away after aboutTR orTSE≈2·T2. For very big d on the other hand,
many oscillations can be observed over this timescale but themaximumvariation of It is small, which reduces
the signal-to-noise ratio of theODdata.

The experimental data shown infigure 9 isfitted to the function:

pd j= - - ¢ + - +( ) ( ) ( ) ( )A B T T C T T TOD exp 2 exp 2 sin 4 , 10SE 1
ODSE

SE 2
ODSE

SE

whereA,B,C, ¢T ,1
ODSE T ,2

ODSE d andj are the fitting parameters. Thefit gives both the relaxation times of
¢T1
ODSE=3.21 (5)ms andT2

ODSE=4.30 (85)ms and d=3.8±0.005 kHz. ¢T1
ODSE refers to the population

relaxation time for the transitions between allmF levels (like in the Franzen andRamsey-DRmethods). It shows

Figure 8.Timing sequences of: (a)ODSE scheme. (b)Classical spin-echo scheme.
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a very good consistencywith the obtained ¢T1 fromFranzen andRamsey-DRmethods. ThemeasuredT2
ODSE is

in a good agreementwith the predicted intrinsic coherence relaxation timeT2 (≈4.5 ms).
In our proof-of-principle experiment, themeasured relaxation times inODSEmethod have larger

uncertainties (3–5 times) compared to the ones from the Ramsey-DRmethod.We attribute this phenomena to:
(1) theODSE signal has a lower amplitude than the Ramsey-DR signal which is due to the longer duration of one
complete interrogation cycle (2.7ms+ 2TSE versus 1.9ms+TR), and (2) the residual instabilities of the
microwave-synthesizer frequency over the entiremeasurement duration of about two hoursmay introduce
additional noise on the signal (in Ramsey-DR andODSEmethods about 250 (figure 7) and 150 (figure 9) data
points are presented, respectively).

To demonstrate the enhanced immunity of theODSEmethod to inhomogeneity in the staticmagnetic field,
themeasurements were repeatedwith bothRamsey-DR andODSEmethodswhen the staticmagnetic fieldwas
doubled to 80 mG—resulting also in doubling of the staticmagnetic field gradient dominated by the geometry of
thefield coil—while all other parameters were kept unchanged. Under these conditions, withODSE scheme the
coherence relaxation timewasmeasured to beT2

ODSE=4.26 (80)mswhich is consistent to better than 1%with
themeasured coherence relaxation timewhen themagnetic fieldwas 40 mG. But in the case of the Ramsey-DR
scheme at highermagnetic field, the coherence relaxation timewasmeasured to be *T2

Ramsey=3.80 (25)ms
which is about 4% shorter compare to *T2

Ramsey=3.95 (25)msobtainedwith lowermagnetic field and its
gradient. This comparison shows that theODSE scheme is a promisingmethod to suppress the effect of
inhomogeneity of the staticmagnetic field across the vapor cell, even in the case of ourwell-controlled clock
physics packagewith its highly homogeneousmagnetic field.

5. Conclusion

Wehave introduced and demonstrated themethod ofODSE to determine the population relaxation time (for all
mF levels of the Fg=1 and Fg=2 ground states simultaneously) and the intrinsic coherence relaxation time,T2,
specifically for the clock transition in a thermal atomic vaporwith buffer-gas in view of its application to atomic
clocks. Thismethodwas compared to otherwell established Franzen, CW-DR andRamsey-DRmethods using
the same 87Rb vapor cell. The population relaxation timemeasuredwith theODSEmethodwas very consistent
with the ones fromFranzen andRamsey-DRmethods. In all those pulsedmethods, the obtained population
relaxation timemeasured for allmF levels simultaneously (and not only for the clock transition).We have shown
that theODSEmethod suppresses coherence relaxation arising fromgradients in the staticmagnetic field across
the vapor cell and thus yields the intrinsic coherence relaxation time closer to the theoretically predictedT2. In
contrast, themeasured coherence relaxation times by bothCW-DR andRamsey-DRmethodswere shorter than
the predictedT2, due to the inhomogeneity of themagnetic field.

Our proof-of-principle demonstrations shows thatODSE is a highly useful tool formeasuring intrinsic
relaxation rates in atomic vapors, independently of presentmagnetic field gradients. BymeasuringT2 timeswith
both theODSE andRamsey-DR schemes, it should also be possible to obtain experimental information on the
magnetic field gradients across the atomic sample or vapor cell under study. Contrary toNMR spin-echo, our
ODSEmethod does not need any pickup-coil but uses a photodetector to record the light absorbed in the vapor
cell (OD), which ismore robust and less noisy than detection in the radio-frequency ormicrowave regime.

Figure 9.Optical density of the vapor cell in theODSE scheme. Solid red circles are the experimental data and blue dashed curve is afit
based on equation (10). Inset: plot of the third termof equation (10).
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Moreover, the photodetector can be conveniently placed outside the atomic vapor systemunder study—in our
case outside the entire vapor-cell clock physics package—whichmakes theODSEmethod an ideal candidate for
characterizing relaxation times in atomic clocks with a cavity.While not covered by this present study, it would
be of interest to study a potential extension of theODSE technique to less localized atomic systems such as vapor
cells without buffer-gas but equippedwith an anti-relaxationwall coating. Similarly, theODSEmethod is of
high interest for characterizing relaxation rates in other quantumoptics systemswith optical readout, such as
quantum information storage or processing [5, 53], cold-atom experiments [54], and other applications of
quantum systems that rely on long-live atomic coherences.
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